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Introduction
 
This pack provides materials to enable teachers to plan and deliver a ten hour course to students. 

Please note: There is far more material here than schools will need. Working on the assumption that schools do not have access to South Shields migration history, the 
author has provided enough material for no other research to be needed. Schools are not expected to use all the resources here: teachers will need to plan a course to fit 
their own requirements, using selected material as they see fit. It will be possible to design a whole unit using only some materials from the pack, though of course teachers 
should feel free also to look elsewhere. We give many suggestions of where to look.

The exam specification identifies four key questions to consider:

• When did immigrants arrive, why and from where? 

• How were they received by the settled population? 

• What were the key events in the migration history of South Shields? 

• What was the impact of migration on South Shields? 

Suggestions of how to structure the unit with these in mind are in the Planning the course section at the end of this pack.

The pack tells a (very roughly) chronological story, each chapter centred on a particular location that was key to that story. These are supported by sources (text, maps and 
photographs - from archives and of South Shields today), as well as other recommended resources, many with direct hyperlinks to helpful sites online. Thinking points 
encourage students to reflect, while most chapters end with practice questions which are always structured in the same way as the questions in the OCR exam. The notes 
for teachers at the end of the pack include suggested approaches, other available resources (including videos and websites free to access online) and some key points 
linked directly to the exam specification.
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Where is South Shields?
The town of South Shields is on the northeast coast of England. It is built on a peninsula where the River Tyne meets the North Sea. It is now part 
of South Tyneside Council, together with nearby Jarrow and Hebburn: in the past it belonged to the County of Durham. Across the river is North 
Shields; further upriver is the city of Newcastle upon Tyne. The rocks under South Shields are rich in coal.

Thinking point: Why might the location of South Shields be a reason for its long history of migration?

Key events in the migration history of South Shields

c120 onwards Arbeia Roman fort began to be built

1245 South Shields was founded

19th century Irish and Scottish immigration

1850 The River Tyne Improvement Act

1894 The first Arab boarding-house (probably)

1905 The Aliens Act

1915 Attacks on German butchers

1919 Riots over jobs at Mill Dam

1930 The rota system introduced and another riot at Mill Dam

1930s Slum clearance in East Holborn and Laygate

1977 Visit of Muhammad Ali to the Al-Azhar Mosque
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1. Lawe Top from 125 AD
For online video clips (free to access) linked to this chapter, see Recommended resources in the notes for teachers at the end of this pack.

Use Google Earth to find pictures of Lawe Top today, showing the Roman fort.

Can you see reference to Roman rule in the surrounding streets?

The story of South Shields begins at Lawe Top. The best way to appreciate its location is to walk north up Lawe Road or climb North Marine Park, glimpsing the wide expanse 
of the North Sea to your right. As you reach the small roundabout – with two cannon aiming out to sea – you have a view across the narrow mouth of the River Tyne. 
Whoever controls this vantage point can see who is approaching from the sea and guard the entry to the river. It is also a first point of arrival for travellers from northern 
Europe. Not surprisingly, humans were already living here over five thousand years ago.

In the second century, this spot was close to the dangerous northern frontier of the Roman Empire. Travel by water was far easier, cheaper and safer than overland. This was 
where men, munitions and supplies arrived for Hadrian’s Wall, under construction a short distance away across the river. 

A couple of minutes’ walk away on Baring Street are the remains of the fort the Romans started building around 125 and enlarged and extended over the centuries.
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1.2 The reconstructed West Gate of the fort 

Very few of the ‘Romans’ were in fact from Rome. They came from all over the Empire. 
The soldiers garrisoned here at first were from Gaul (present day France). Two 
tombstones in the site’s gallery tell us about freed slaves at Arbeia. 

1.3 The tomb of Regina 

The inscription reads: ‘To the spirits of the departed (and) Regina, freedwoman and 
wife of Barates of Palmyra, a Catuvellauni by birth, died aged 30’. The Catavellauni 
were a tribe from what is now Hertfordshire. Palmyra is in Syria. The inscription 
explaining this is in shaky Latin and fluent Aramaic (Barates’s home language).

Courtesy of Tyne and Wear Archives and Museums.

Courtesy of Tyne and Wear Archives and Museums.
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1.4 The tomb of Victor 

‘To the spirits of the departed (and) of Victor, a Moorish tribesman, aged 20, 
freedman of Numerianus, trooper of the First Cavalry Regiment of Asturians, who 
most devotedly conducted him to the tomb.’ Victor was from North Africa and 
Asturia is in Spain.

In around 208 AD Emperor Septimius Severus - himself from North Africa - used this 
fort as a supply base for his planned invasion of Scotland. Imperial objects found on 
the site suggest that he and his sons, Geta and Caracalla, stayed here.

Later in the life of the fort, boatmen from the River Tigris (in present day Iraq) were 
stationed here and the fort came to be known as ‘Arbeia’ which may mean ‘the place 
of the Arabs’.

1.5 

An information panel near the entrance, which explains the likely meaning 
of the name Arbeia and the wording on Regina’s monument, saying that this 
‘shows the diversity of the local population during Roman times’. This is the only 
commemoration in public view of any aspect of the town’s rich migration history.

Courtesy of Tyne and Wear Archives and Museums.

Were these soldiers temporary visitors who returned to their homes after 
completing military service, or did some of them settle here? We cannot be sure, but 
skeletons from other parts of Britain include women, men and children from North 
Africa and Europe who died after living here for years. It is likely that some of the 
many soldiers stationed here over three hundred years decided to stay, perhaps – 
like Barates – marrying British women.
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Thinking points

Does any evidence from the site suggest that Roman soldiers may have settled down to live here permanently?

What must life in this part of Britain have been like for someone from North Africa, Syria or Spain?

Practice questions

Explain why the Roman army decided to build their fort at Lawe Top.

Which of the sources in this chapter is most useful to a historian studying migrants to Britain during the Roman period?

After the Romans

In the sixth century Angles from Schleswig (in today’s northern Germany) settled in this part of England. According to tradition, an Irish migrant priest brought Christianity to 
the region in 635. The historian Bede, who lived in nearby Jarrow - where monks were taught glassmaking by artisans from Gaul (modern France) - wrote that a monastery 
was set up where St Hilda’s church is now. In the 9th century the whole coast suffered attacks from Viking invaders who eventually conquered the region.
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2. The Tyne: ‘sailors and strangers’ from the 13th to 18th 
centuries
The actual town of South Shields was founded much later, in 1245. Its name came from the schele or shield which was a small house used by fishermen. In 1256 a writer 
described South Shields as a town of ‘sailors and strangers’, many of whom came south from Scotland, then a foreign country. At that time the town was just one long street 
‘Low Street’ – stretching from Lawe Top to Jarrow.

By the 17th century inhabitants included Scottish keelmen, Huguenot glassmakers, German swordmakers and craftsmen from Liege (in modern Belgium). They probably 
arrived by sea which linked the mouth of the Tyne across the North Sea with the Baltic, the Atlantic and even the Mediterranean. Merchants came from the Hanseatic ports of 
Lucca, Florence, Lubeck, Cologne and Brabant. Two key industries – coal mining and shipbuilding – were already developing and attracting migrant workers. Early nineteenth 
century South Shields was a busy place with a fast growing population, and Low Street would be full of 

‘shipchandlers, provisioners, shops and taverns (that) competed day and night for visiting mariners’ trade, while the river bank opposite was lined with ‘shipyards, dry 
docks, ballast quays, raft or timber yards, sail and rigging lofts’ 1

The artist JMW Turner’s 1835 painting Keelmen heaving in coals by moonlight shows the activity and industry on the river bank. Keels were the large boats that carried coal 
from the river banks to the collier ships. Many of the keelmen migrated from Scotland. A three minute video looking at the painting in detail is at the website of the National 
Gallery of Art in Washington DC: http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/audio-video/video/keelman-heaving.html 

1 Tabili, Laura (2011): Global Migrants, Local Culture – Natives and Newcomers in Provincial England 1841-1939

http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/audio-video/video/keelman-heaving.html
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Was South Shields involved in the trade in enslaved Africans?

Unlike Bristol and Liverpool, eighteenth century South Shields was not a main slaving port, although several local landowners owned slave plantations in the Caribbean and 
North America. Some wealthy families had enslaved Africans as servants. In 1826 a ship being built in South Shields was advertised as being suitable for ‘the West Indian 
Trade’ among other uses.

However, the antislavery movement was very strong in the town and across the North East. In February 1782 a public meeting ‘of ship owners and inhabitants’ at the Rose 
and Crown pub in South Shields condemned the trade in enslaved Africans as ‘destructive of the lives of thousands of our brethren … a disgrace to our nature, our religion, 
and our country.’ 

From the Newcastle Courant, 24 March 1792

‘On the 7th instant was forwarded from South Shields, for presentation, a petition for the Abolition of the Slave Trade, signed by 1268 persons ... Many of the 
petitioners being owners of ships and mariners it was judged proper, after expressing their abhorrence of the trade … to do away the false argument which had 
been used  ‘that the Slave Trade was a nursery for seamen, ‘ it therefore states  ‘that it is a trade of all others the most baneful to the lives of the British seamen, 
tearing away annually the very vitals of the state, and involving numberless families in want and woe. ‘

Thinking point

As well as its inhumanity to enslaved Africans, what other argument is used here to convince local people that they should oppose the trade? 

South Shields residents signed another antislavery petition in 1823. One local man, Dr Thomas Winterbottom, a keen abolitionist, spent four years in West Africa as doctor to 
the Sierra Leone colony of freed former slaves and was the first European medic to diagnose sleeping sickness. Winterbottom and Christopher Wawn of South Shields were 
on the Committee of the Newcastle Society for Abolishing Slavery All Over The World, founded in 1836.

In the mid nineteenth century there was a strong movement supporting abolitionists in the USA. The famous Black Shakespearean actor Ira Aldridge performed in Slave or, 
the revolt of Surinam in February 1849 and former slave William Wells Brown spoke in South Shields in 1851 and 1852. A review of his performance in The North and South 
Shields Gazette commented: ‘we would that copy of this narrative could be placed in the hands of every man in the British Empire. No one who reads it but must rise up 
impressed with the conviction that slavery is an abominable thing’ 2. In 1855 the South Shields Theatre advertised a musical called Slave Or, the blessings of liberty.

2 quoted in Audrey A. Fisch (2009), American Slaves in Victorian England.  p. 59.
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3. St Hilda’s colliery and the shipyards in the 19th century

© South Tyneside Libraries www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

3.1 St Hilda’s Colliery in the 1830sFor online video clips (free to access) linked to this chapter, 
see Recommended resources in the notes for teachers at 
the end of this pack.

From the rooftop gallery on the top floor of The Word 
on Market Square you can look out over South Shields. 
Looking south past St Hilda’s church and graveyard you 
see a haphazard collection of commercial buildings: a 
supermarket, a pharmacy, the warehouse of a cycle store, 
a funeral director, a home improvement centre. Look at 
the 1856 and 1895 maps, however, and you will see that it 
used to be very different. (See page 46 for details of how to 
obtain the maps.). Here, to the south, was St Hilda colliery 
with its growing network of railway lines, and by 1895 a 
huge gas works (the circular shell of the cooling tower still 
stands). 

This would have been a busy, noisy, dirty, smoky place. 
Some coal was transported to the river where a travelling 
crane would then load it onto coal steamers for export 
overseas. The rest went west along the Newcastle and 
South Shields Railway for the rest of the UK. 

During the 19th and early 20th centuries economic 
migrants from Ireland, Scotland and other parts of England 
were drawn to the booming industries in the town, such 
as glassmaking, coalmining, shipbuilding and the world’s 
biggest alkaline works. The Irish community, in particular, 
grew quickly and remains strong. Very many of today’s 
South Shields people have Irish roots. The first Irish Sunday 
School opened in 1832 in a cottage at Mill Dam and a 
Catholic Church took over a former Baptist Chapel in 
Cuthbert Street in 1849. The biggest concentration of Irish 
immigrants was in nearby Jarrow, growing from 3 000 in 
the 1860s to 33 000 – one third of the town’s population - 
in 1891.

http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
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Coal
At first most of the work was digging in the coal pits: the local yield in 1894 was 5.6 
million tons, claimed to be the largest in the world. Working conditions were often 
appalling. In her 1939 book The Town that was Murdered, Ellen Wilkinson – then 
Jarrow’s MP - writes of the case of George Hall who went to work aged eight in 
1842. Too tired to stand up, he fell against a crane handle and damaged his skull. 
After being off work for six months he returned to work. Before the age of ten he 
cut his leg badly and broke his thigh. Aged seventeen he was earning 10 shillings 
a week as a putter, unable to read or write. 1842 was the year of the Coal Mines 
Regulation Act that finally made such child labour illegal. 

Wilkinson writes how Jarrow’s worst pit explosion was caused by an eight-year-
old boy leaving a ventilating door open. He worked twelve hours a day in the 
dark. A group of sixteen boys, interviewed in the 1840s, described how they were 
woken at 4 am, started work at 5 and sometimes did twenty four hours overtime 
underground, in complete darkness with poor ventilation. The fact that they said 
they ‘liked’ it for the money suggests how much they needed the cash.

The migrants were women as well as men and many of them married local people 
so that communities quickly became mixed. 

3.2 Tom Kelly, interviewed in 2009

‘My great grandfather Thomas Kominsky came from Galway in 1907.  
He married a Jarrow lass and had four daughters. He died in 1944. He could 
neither read nor write and his daughters would read the Gazette to him  
– after he told them he had lost his glasses, or it was too dark for him to read.’3

They mostly lived in rented rooms. In January 1853 there were 803 Irish people 
staying in lodging houses in the town, as compared to 375 Scots and 499 English. 
Their living conditions were often terrible.

3.3 Godrick Page, interviewed in 2009 about his grandparent

‘In the 1900s the beds were never cold. One man were coming off night shift, 
they went into bed, another one on day shift going to work, they were using 
the same bed, more or less.’ 4

3 Wilkinson, Gary & Kelly, Tom (2009): Little Ireland (DVD)
4 ibid

© South Tyneside Libraries www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

3.4 Workers at Harton Colliery 1890 

http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
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Ships
Although South Shields is at the mouth of the River Tyne, in a prime position 
for a port economy, the river was heavily clogged up with silt and the port was 
controlled by the freemen of Newcastle upon Tyne until 1848. In 1850 the River 
Tyne Improvement Act gave control of the port to South Shields. The town began 
dredging and clearing the river so that large cargo ships could access the port. 
Shipbuilding became a key industry and increasing numbers of merchant ships 
came to load coal and other goods for export. Andrew Leslie, owner of Hebburn 
shipbuilding yard, was himself a migrant, the son of a Scottish crofter. Charles 
Palmer, whose shipyard building the new ‘ironclads’ (replacing wooden ships) was 
the biggest employer in Jarrow, was also the town’s MP for many years. The Irish 
dominated his workforce.

3.5 The colliery and shipyards in 1895 

The census returns from 1851 and 1861 show that most Irish born men worked 
as labourers in the shipyards, at the chemical works or on the land. Most women 
were at home, though some worked at servants and housekeepers for richer 
families or as dressmakers or shop assistants. 

The changes these Irish immigrants went through were huge. In Ireland they had 
lived in mud cabins in small villages, doing agricultural work to cover their rent. 
Now they were in overcrowded slum housing in an urban area doing work in 
shipyards and on construction sites that changed with new technologies.

3.6 Palmer’s shipyard in 1920

© South Tyneside Libraries  
www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

3.7 Newcastle Daily Chronicle, May 13 1865

‘The substratum of society – the very poorest of the lower order of its working 
population is composed of Irish. These inhabit the old pit houses…. I noticed but 
4 conveniences [toilets] attached to them [100 cottages], and … the whole of the 
ashes and filth from these cottages are thrown upon the ground at the back part 
of the streets. In these rows there is overcrowding of the most frightful character, 
and every condition essential to producing a pestilence exists ... Many of these 
cottages lodge from 15 to 19 people in one night. … Married people sleep in the 
same apartment with young men, and young women must either sleep in the 
same room with married people or with young men, while as to the poor children 
I do not know how they are stowed away. Many of the beds in the cottages never 
cool, for as soon as they are vacated by the men who are going on the day shift 
they are occupied by men who have come off the night shift.’

3.8 Margaret Lagan, interviewed in 2009

‘[For my grandfather, an Irish farmer] going into the steelworks … must have been 
like going into the bowels of hell compared to working out in the open on a farm. 
The noise and the heat and the flames must have been absolutely appalling for 
them. ‘5

The anti-Irish feeling that sometimes erupted into violence in the North West and 
Scotland did not seem to be so strong here. This may be because there was a strong 
old English Catholic community in the area, or because the Liberal Party – with many 
prominent Irish activists – was the dominant political force. 

Irish workers became politically organised through trade unions. Many rose to 
become foremen and managers. Pete Curran, an Irish worker born in Scotland, was 
elected as Labour MP for Jarrow in 1907. Some were involved in political activity for 
Irish independence from British rule. In 1921 a cell of the Irish Republican Army blew 
up a gas main on Jarrow Bridge (no one was hurt) and later in the 1920s the IRA’s 
political party Sinn Fein won a council seat in the town.

http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
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In 1933 Palmer’s shipyard in Jarrow closed, causing mass unemployment (72.9% had no work in 1935). In 1936 two hundred Jarrow men marched all the way to London 
demanding action from the government. The leaders of the march – Joseph Symonds, O’Hanlon, Paddy Scullion and Council leader David Riley – were all of Irish origin. 
Paddy Scullion said of Jarrow that it ‘was a prison – all you needed was the walls.’ 

Ellen Wilkinson MP, who took part in the march, helped draw up the list of marchers. A man of sixty pleaded with her to be put on the reserve list.

3.9 Ellen Wilkinson, MP for South Shields 1935-1947

‘He wrote: I have suffered hardships for years. Rain and cold and wind on the way will mean nothing to me after that. I have suffered all that a man may suffer. Nothing 
that can happen on the road between here and London can be worse.

His tall thin figure and fine eyes remained in my memory. Before we returned from the march he had died.’6

3.10 Tiles commemorating the 1936 march in the Viking Centre, Jarrow.

See the tiles here: https://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk/search?title=&q=STH0002443+&action=search

Thinking point

How did Irish migrants adapt to the new conditions they faced in South Tyneside? 

What impact did Irish immigration have on South Tyneside life?

Practice questions

Explain why so many Irish migrants came to South Tyneside during the nineteenth century.

Study sources 3.6, 3.9 and 3.10. Which of these sources is more useful to a historian studying the lives of Irish migrants to South Shields?

5 Wilkinson, Gary & Kelly, Tom (2009): Little Ireland (DVD) 
6 Wilkinson, Ellen (1939): The Town that was Murdered 

https://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk/search?title=&q=STH0002443+&action=search
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4. The docks and the world’s mariners
Today the South Shields waterfront is quiet: a few small businesses, new housing estates and some derelict land. In the late nineteenth century, however, it was full of activity. 
Ships were built and repaired in the graving docks which could be drained of water so that a ship could be worked on. Tramp steamers carried coal all over the world so ships 
were continually arriving and leaving. 

From the 1850s onwards the growth of the docks brought seafarers from all over Europe and beyond. Some worked on the shipyards while many joined the crews of the coal 
ships. When ships docked, crews were discharged and had to find work again. We know about them from the census returns every ten years, when all residents were asked 
where they had been born. The number of foreign born residents rose from 10 in 1851 to 503 in 1901 when they came from Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Holland, 
France, Austria, Finland, Russia, Greece, Spain, Italy, Belgium, Portugal, Turkey, Latin America, the West Indies, Canada, the USA, Malta, Gibraltar, Madeira, Africa, Australia, New 
Zealand, China and the ‘East Indies’ (possibly Malaya).

Many of these migrant mariners were Scandinavian: from Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland. As their population grew, so did cultural organisations including a local 
Norwegian newspaper, a Church of Norway mission, a Scandinavian Temperance Sailors Home and Royal Swedish and Norwegian Vice Consuls in the town.

Some of the foreign sailors stayed for a short time while others settled in the town, often marrying local women. While many rented rooms in lodging houses, the census 
shows that they often lived with English families. They mixed with the local population and there is little evidence of segregation at a time when the UK had few immigration 
controls. Many were granted naturalisation thanks to recommendations from local people, showing that there were friendships. Equally, the fact that many were able to get 
naturalisation without friends, with no one opposing them, suggests how accepted they were. 
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7 Abridged from Tabili, pp 99-100 (extracted from census records)
8 Tabili p106, extracted and adapted from census records.

4.1. Examples of households7 

1881
• Tollip Hanson Saglan, Mikal Jeremesson and Henrik Beer Johnson – Norwegian mariners  
 – lodged at the house of Swedish mariner Olof Carlson and his Danish wife Andrea
• Neil Branstum, a Swedish mariner, lodged at the house of Finnish ship’s carpenter Adam  
 Nordberg and wife Louisa 
• Constantinos Pappalus, a Greek ship’s captain, lodged at the house of Greek shipbroker  
 George Vanakiotte and family
• Norwegian musician John Carelson and Danish hawker Martin Erlandson lodged at the  
 house of Norwegian ship’s carpenter L Erikson

1901
• Jamaican ship’s steward Charles Williams and his British wife were living with William  
 Butler, also Jamaican. 
• Alfred Ryan from Gibraltar and his local wife were living with Alfred’s brothers Leopold 
  and Ernest.

4.2 British-headed households with members born overseas8

1841 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901

Number of British-headed 
households containing people 
born overseas

5 22 47 92 120 184 298

Number of foreign born 
people living in British 
households

7 23 65 107 150 254 452

Also settled in the town was Dr Rajaonah, a Madagascan doctor who treated thousands 
of local residents from 1879 to 1882. His presence showed that a migrant ‘of colour’ could 
function at a high social level. In 1891 the first recorded South Asian resident was Asad Ali 
Khan, an 18 year old Indian student.

Thinking point

Historians tend to agree that nineteenth century immigrants to South 
Shields were fairly easily accepted in the town. What might have been the 
reasons for this?

Things would change in the twentieth century, not because of local 
conditions but because of changes in the law and, later, global crisis. The 
1905 Aliens Act restricted who could come to settle in the UK to those with  
a private income or a job already arranged. The anti-foreigner backlash which 
led to the Act was often directed at Chinese mariners in the UK’s ports, and 
it appears that a Chinese community in South Shields suffered so much that 
they left at around this time.

4.3 Historian Laura Tabili:

‘South Shields’s most vibrant, affluent and well integrated Victorian 
migrant communities had been defamiliarized, stigmatized and  
dis-integrated, not through local cultural processes but the influence of 
national agendas and global events.’ 

This would hit one community in particular: the Germans.

Thinking point

What point is Tabili making?

Practice question

Study sources 4.1 and 4.2. Which of these sources is more useful to a 
historian studying how migrant seamen were received in South Shields?
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5. Market Square: pork butchers under attack
The town’s main shopping centres now are the big supermarkets and department stores outside the centre. A hundred years ago the commercial centre of the town was 
King Street which opened out at its western end into Market Square with its eighteenth century town hall in the centre. 

© South Tyneside Libraries www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

5.1 Market Square in 1900 5.2 Market Square in 2017

The busy open air market was surrounded by some of the town’s most popular shops, one of which was Fred Seitz’s pork butcher’s. Seitz and his wife Wilhelmina were 
German immigrants: their six children were all British born. On Monday 17th May 1915 – early in the First World War - dramatic events took place here.
Ten days earlier a British passenger ship, the RMS Lusitania, had been sunk off the coast of Ireland by a German submarine. 1,198 civilians died. Across the country there had 
been attacks on German businesses, and on May 17th these spread to South Shields.

http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
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9 Gibbons, Sue (2001): German Pork Butchers in Britain (Anglo-German Family History Society)

5.4 Fred Seitz’s shop after the attack 

© South Tyneside Libraries www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

That same day another five German butchers were under attack. Some of the 
perpetrators were arrested and appeared before a magistrate.

5.3 Shields Gazette, Monday 17th May 1915

‘RIOTS IN SOUTH SHIELDS
TURBULENT SCENES ON SATURDAY NIGHT
MILITARY CALLED OUT’

The strong anti-German feeling which has been sweeping over Tyneside during 
the past few days, reached South Shields on Saturday night. There had been 
mischief in the air all through the day… the topic of a raid upon the business 
premises of alien tradesmen in the town was a universal one. Subsequent events 
went to show that the raid had, indeed, been premeditated, for almost at a given 
hour the rioters foregathered at two or three different points in the borough and 
attacked the premises of German pork butchers. It was shortly after nine o’clock 
that a noisy crowd of people, for the most part consisting of youths and young 
men and women, moved menacingly across the North square of the Market 
and took up a stand opposite Seitz’s shop, which had been closed to business 
an hour earlier. Immense crowds of folk began to pour down upon the scene, 
and twenty minutes later there must have been 6,000 or 7,000 persons there…. 
The missiles continued to fly from many parts of the crowd until every window 
in the premises, and in the living rooms above, were shattered. The police were 
helpless to cope with the crowd, the greater part of whom were, however, 
silent spectators … The dimensions of the crowd continued to grow, and the 
police worked strenuously but hopelessly against the surging mass of people … 
Several times the crowd rushed the doors of the shop, but were unable to force 
admission. Eventually it was decided to call out the troops … and about half-past 
ten about 150 soldiers were drawn up in line over the full breadth of the Market 
Square. They grounded arms, and at the word of command slowly but certainly 
moved the crowd back across the open square.’ 9

http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
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5.5 Court report Friday 21st May 1915

‘Matilda Carney, a native of South Shields, and employed as a domestic servant 
by Mrs Seitz, said there were five children in the family, the eldest being 13 years, 
and the youngest 3 years. They were all undressed ready for bed when the attack 
began. The bricks came through the window at such a rate that they all became 
frightened. Witness rushed out at the back with the two youngest children in 
her arms, and the eldest girl followed with the other two. They spent the night at 
witness’s home.’ 10

5.6 From the Shields Gazette

THE ANTI-GERMAN RIOTS IN SHIELDS

Nearly £100 of glass smashed

Resumed police court hearing

Nine men bound over

Chief Constable Scott:  ‘There was only one alien enemy among the owners 
of the shops attacked. The rest were naturalised British subjects. All these 
naturalised descendants of Germans are living under conditions which I am 
certain the defendants would not like to live under themselves. They cannot 
move about the same as British subjects … so you will see they are living under 
restrictions by which they are sufficiently punished… ‘ 11

Capt. Jacks spoke on Thompson’s behalf.  ‘There is no doubt … some justification 
for what these men have done. That is my personal opinion at any rate, for I have 
seen what the Germans have done to the people of Belgium. It is against the law, 
I know, but nobody could help feeling that who has seen what I have seen. ‘

Proceeded the Chairman:  ‘You are all practically responsible for this damage. It 
has been done to the property of citizens of the town. You were not fighting the 
Germans, although these men have German names. They are citizens of the town 
and possibly a good deal of the money will have to be paid by the ratepayers. ‘

Thinking points

Explain the differing attitudes to the town’s Germans expressed by Chief Constable 
Scott, Captain Jacks and the Chairman in Source 5.6.

Ten years later in 1925, Fred Seitz’s son John William changed his name from Seitz to 
Snowdon. What may have been his reasons for this?

Who were the German immigrants? Why were they in South Shields? Why were 
so many pork butchers German? 

During the 19th century many Germans migrated to South Tyneside on the relatively 
cheap and easy journey from north Germany across the North Sea. It was a period 
of turmoil in their homeland. Poor harvests, a potato famine, revolutionary unrest 
and war all helped push many families to migrate, especially to the UK and USA. 
Many worked as labourers or seamen – some were even used as strike breakers - but 
several set up business as pork butchers. Pork was the most affordable meat for the 
British working class and the sausages Germans introduced to Britain were highly 
popular because – unlike most meat – they were easy to cook without an oven. At 
first they set up business near the docks serving Scandinavian seamen, but they soon 
spread across the town and became popular with local people.

As we have seen, merchant seamen were single men who stayed with families or in 
lodging houses and mixed with local women. The Germans, however, often came 
as married couples (sometimes with children) and kept themselves as a separate 
community. This worked against them in 1915 when they could be seen as an 
enemy: many would end up in internment camps.

Many German immigrants were also Jewish. As well as butchers there were Jewish 
traders such as shipchandlers (selling candles), maritime outfitters and general 
dealers. Some were skilled glaziers and confectioners while a few were unskilled 
hawkers, selling goods on the street. Women were prominent, too, including 
businesswomen such as the clothes dealer Mary Levy and the hotelier Rachel Levy. 
One reason why Jews tended to be entrepreneurs was self-protection: there was 
always the risk of antisemitism and job discrimination, so they felt safer running their 
own businesses and in control of their own destinies.

10  Gibbons, Sue (2001): German Pork Butchers in Britain (Anglo-German Family History Society) 
11  ibid
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5.7 Jewish households in South Shields, showing countries of origin12

Households Persons Prussia Poland Russia Holland Germany Austria Jamaica

1851 1 5 5

1861 15 30 20 2 6 1 1

1871 14 31 16 4 3 2 6

1881* 25 40 5 11 10 4 8 2

1891 26 53 3 13 17 5 12 2 1

1901 57 132 19 87 2 17 7

*Water damage to a section of the 1881 census schedules means that the actual numbers may have been higher.

Practice questions

Explain why German families settled in South Shields before the First World War.

Study sources 5.3, 5.4 and 5.6. Which of these sources is more useful to a historian studying the attacks on German butchers in 1915?

12 Tabili, Laura (2011): Global Migrants, Local Culture – Natives and Newcomers in Provincial England 1841-1939. P94 – data adapted from census records.
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6. Holborn: ‘Little Arabia’
‘Sometimes here, sometimes there. That’s the life I’ve lived.’ 
       Naser Abdo Rehman 13

‘I have been to many good places, but I loved Britain. I loved it as a homeland.’  
        Mohammed Hassan 14

[For online video clips (free to access) linked to this chapter, see Recommended resources in the notes for teachers at the end of this pack.]

6.1 East Holborn and the riverfront in 1913 15 

13 Quoted in Nabil and Gharavi (2013) Last of the Dictionary Men
14  ibid
15 Godfrey Edition Old Ordnance Survey Maps, South Shields 1913© National Library of Scotland
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© South Tyneside Libraries www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

Today East Holborn is desolate except for the Rose and Crown pub with a view across 
the water. West Holborn has a few newish houses and one or two dilapidated buildings, 
a dim echo of the past A hundred years ago East and West Holborn were busy, noisy and 
crowded, with boarding houses, cafes and pubs crammed together in streets as close as 
possible to the docks where work could be found. Here is where the first Yemeni Arab 
seamen touched base.

As sail gave way to steam, ship owners needed crews that could handle the heat of the 
engine rooms. Many were hired as ship’s firemen and boiler stokers in Aden, where tramp 
steamers docked on their way to and from India, Malaya and China. These Yemenis and 
Somalis were popular with officers because there was an idea that they could stand 
the heat of engine rooms better than English seamen. They were also thought easier to 
manage because - as Muslims - they did not drink alcohol. Owners got away with paying 
them far less than White sailors, and their working and living conditions were worse.

Some Yemeni seamen landed in Hull and moved up the coast, while others came directly 
to South Shields from the 1860s onwards. Many were accidental migrants: they had not 
intended to settle but were not able to get work that would take them back home. For 
these men, living in poverty and waiting for occasional work, cheap boarding houses 
opened, run by former seamen. The first Arab boarding house was probably set up by 
Ali Said in 1894, in Holborn near the docks. Soon there were eight, serving up to 600 
people. In a cold climate, far from home, the boarding houses were also social centres, 
with communal spaces to relax and play games, cheap restaurants and masjids - rooms for 
prayer and religious observance. Not only Yemenis came: there were Somalis, Egyptians, 
Palestinians, Indians and North Africans as well as West Africans and West Indians from 
Caribbean islands.

Muhammad Muckble from Sulwi village, north west of Ta’izz in Yemen, joined a ship at 
Aden in 1911 which took him to Trieste where he signed on as a fireman on a British tramp 
steamer which docked in the Tyne. He settled in South Shields and married a Scottish girl 
from Newcastle, Rosetta, who remained a staunch Catholic all her life. He was probably the 
first Muslim in the town to marry in a Roman Catholic Church. His children – five daughters 
and two sons – were brought up as Catholics. There is a photo of Mohamed and Rosetta at 
http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/6/yemeni-and-british-integration.html

Boarding houses passed into Arab hands: Ali Said, who later became a prominent 
community leader, bought 1 Nile Street from a Maltese. Mohamed Muckble bought his 
from Frank Zaganowsky.

6.2 East Holborn in 1910

http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/6/yemeni-and-british-integration.html
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6.3 M Muckble’s Seamen’s Boarding House at 11 East 
Holborn, 1934 

The 1905 Aliens Act made 
it much harder for foreign 
seamen to enter the country, 
and this hit the European 
mariners hard. The Yemenis, 
however, could point out that, 
as Aden had been colonised 
by the British since 1839, they 
were legally UK citizens. The 
question of whether Yemeni 
seamen were British would 
remain controversial. While it 
was true that Aden was British 
ruled, many in fact came from 
Ta’izz and other hill towns 
that were actually under the 
Turkish Ottoman Empire, and 
so were not strictly British. 
Attempts to take their cases to 
court usually failed, however, 
because the government 
could not prove where they 
had come from if they were 
hired in Aden.

Meanwhile the boarding house masters became the ‘big men’ in their communities. 
They were property owners, money lenders and employment agents, and some 
became prominent businessmen. Said Hassan, who ran a boarding house at 25 East 
Holborn, also owned a garage and transport business, a tobacco and grocery shop, 
a shipping butcher’s business, a temperance hotel, a sheep farm and a coach service 
from South Shields to London. 

Businesses were sometimes places of dispute, conflict and even fights. But the 
boarding house masters also supported, protected and strengthened their 
community. 

6.4. Historian Richard Lawless 16

‘He could advise them if they were in difficulty, stand surety for them if they got 
into trouble with the police, and if they did not return from their next voyage, 
dispose of any money or belongings they had left in his safekeeping and return 
their effects to their relatives.’

After the First World War, one of the boarding houses was Mohamed Rasul Khan’s at 
11 Market Place, in the building where Fred Seitz’s pork butcher’s had been.

6.5 The Shields Gazette, May 1916 17

‘In one part of town there has come together during recent years a foreign 
element who now form quite a colony… They used to be, until very recent times, 
a somewhat turbulent lot, but latterly … they have become quite tolerable 
neighbours to the rest of the community. Originally sons of the desert, they have 
become seafarers of no mean account and … they have been in great demand 
by shipmasters, especially as firemen, in which particular class of work they are 
said to give an excellent account of themselves.’

Thinking point

What impression does Source 6.5 give of how Yemeni merchants seamen were seen 
by the local population?

Practice question

Study sources 6.1, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. Which of these sources is more useful to a historian 
studying the lives of Yemeni seamen living in South Shields in the early twentieth 
century?

© South Tyneside Libraries www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

16 Lawless, Richard I. (1995): From Ta’izz to Tyneside – An Arab Community in the North-East of England during the Early Twentieth Century
17  ibid

http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
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7. Mill Dam and the 1919 and 1930 riots
[For online video clips (free to access) linked to this chapter, see Recommended 
resources in the notes for teachers at the end of this pack.]

Mill Dam was the way leading down to the waterfront where merchant ships arrived 
and left. On the left hand side of the street going down, the original buildings 
remain, as do two key buildings on the quayside: the Customs House (now an arts 
centre) and the police authority building. A hundred years ago the river here would 
have been crowded with tramp steamers and other merchant ships.

7.1 Mill Dam in 1935

7.2 Mill Dam, the memorial to merchant seamen and the old 
Customs House in 2017

© South Tyneside Libraries www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

Here unemployed seamen gathered every day hoping for work. When a ship was 
due to sail, the engineer would sign on the men needed for the crew. It was a system 
that could lead to conflict between men desperate for work and competing for the 
same jobs.

http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
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1919

In the early years of the twentieth century tension began to grow between some 
Arab and White seamen. It was reflected in letters to the Shields Gazette:

7.3. May 1916 from ‘True Briton’ 18

‘I know several Britishers who have good books and have been ashore for several 
weeks and cannot get a ship, and yet those Arabs are being signed on every day 
to the disadvantage of Britishers … Now I would like to see all our shipowners 
give orders to their captains and engineers not to engage an Arab whilst there 
was a Britisher wanting a job. Talk about patriotism, why, it makes me sick when I 
see the way our men are being treated.’

7.4. Reply from Ali Said, boarding-house master at 79a East 
Holborn: 19

‘It is so easy to slander a quiet, decent class of people and at the same time it 
is mean, cowardly and certainly un-English to hide behind a nom de plume. 
I should think that ‘True Briton’ must be a disguised foreigner… The Arabs for 
whom he has such a contempt, I would point out are all British subjects and it 
is surely to their credit that they are preferred by shipmasters … and a serious 
reflection upon the ability and character of these said Britishers.’

Some White seamen felt that deals were being done between ships’ engineers and 
Yemeni boarding masters to sign on crews before the men gathered at Mill Dam. 
They saw this as unfair. They also felt the lower wages being paid to Arab seamen 
had the effect of undercutting their own pay. Yemeni seamen, however, felt they 
were being discriminated against by their own union, the National Sailors’ and 
Firemen’s Union, and that its leaders were openly prejudiced against them, stirring up 
racial feeling.

During the First World War, with so many local men conscripted to the Royal Navy 
and the army, the number of Yemeni seamen rose considerably and they played a 
key role alongside White mariners, keeping Britain supplied with food. South Shields 
lost one of the largest proportion of Merchant Navy sailors in the war and about one 
in four of these men were Yemeni. When the war ended and men returned from the 
fighting, seamen were in direct competition for jobs which were becoming more 
scarce due to economic depression.

In January 1919 there was an attack on a Yemeni shop in Waterloo Vale, followed by 
another attack on Abdul Magi’s boarding house. There were also clashes between 
White soldiers and police. Then on 4th February a group of Yemeni firemen turned 
up at Mill Dam shipping office to sign on to join the crew of the SS Trowalland under 
an arrangement made with the engineer the night before at their boarding house. 
A union official complained and said that men should have been picked at Mill Dam 
that morning, giving everyone a chance of a job. The engineer then left the Yemeni 
seamen, walked outside and hired only White men. The Yemenis walked out in anger 
and as they did so a union official called JB Fye was reported to have shouted ‘Don’t 
let these Arabs sign on the ship. Come out you Black -----! You are not going to join 
the ship.’ A Yemeni seaman then hit Fye, knocking him down and fierce fighting 
began. Outnumbered, the Yemeni seamen were pushed back to the Holborn 
boarding houses and pelted with stones. They armed themselves with sticks, knives 
and guns. They fired their guns in the air to drive the White crowd back. The army 
and navy, as well as the police, were used to control the riot and several people were 
injured. 

Twelve Yemenis were arrested and tried. Three were found not guilty while the other 
nine were sentenced to between one and three months in prison. Fye, the union 
official, was also tried and the court reports show that his actions sparked off the 
fighting. He was accused of using language that was like ‘the dropping of a match 
into a keg of gunpowder’. He had been involved in anti-Arab violence before the 
war and, only a week after the Mill Dam riot, he was charged with attacking another 
Yemeni. His punishment was to be bound over for a year.

A few days after the trial, there was more violence in Holborn between soldiers and 
Arab seamen. Dr Abdul Majid, an Indian barrister from the London Islamic Society, 
arrived to support the Yemenis. He argued that the they were British subjects who 
‘have adopted European life and customs to a large extent and in sympathy and in 
their domestic life they are English’. He said it was far better to employ these British 
subjects than to hire ‘foreigners’ (by which he meant other Europeans).

18 Quoted in Lawless, Richard I. (1995): From Ta’izz to Tyneside – An Arab Community in the North-East of England during 
the Early Twentieth Century 
19 ibid
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7.5. Muir Smith, the solicitor defending one of the Yemenis 20

‘The life of these Arab seamen is becoming intolerable. There is a prejudice 
against them in the town – a prejudice born of ignorance … The behaviour of 
people down at the Mill Dam, unfortunately soldiers amongst them … is such 
that an Arab is now afraid to walk along the street.’

Rioting between White and ‘coloured’ seamen spread from South Shields to Cardiff, 
Glasgow, Liverpool and Hull.

Thinking point

The events of 1919 are often referred to as ‘race riots’, but is that correct? 

Practice question

Study sources 7.1,7.3. 7.4 and 7.5. Which of these sources is more useful to a historian 
investigating the causes of the February 1919 riot?

Tightening controls

In the years after 1919 the government imposed increasing controls on ‘coloured’ 
seamen.

• Under the Aliens Order of 1920 immigration officers had to refuse ‘coloured’ 
seamen permission to land unless they could prove they were British subjects, or 
were living in Britain, or had signed on in Britain for a round trip. 

• In 1925 a Special Restriction Order required all ‘coloured’ seamen to register with 
the police.  
 

Yemeni seamen felt that they were being discriminated against. Meanwhile, many 
White seamen also felt unfairly treated because, in their view, Yemeni seamen 
were getting jobs before them because of deals between the ship owners and the 
boarding-house masters.

The real heart of the problem was the fact that the employers liked employing 
‘coloured’ seamen because they could pay them less for longer hours and worse 
conditions. Instead of uniting their members to confront the owners and push for 
better, equal pay for all, the National Sailors’ and Firemen’s Union caused further 
divisions. In 1923, for example, a union deputation to the government complained 
about ‘the employment of Arabs to the detriment of British seafarers’. Many Yemenis 
felt their union was against them.

In 1922 union and employers agreed a new system called PC5 which meant that 
men could only get a job if they first obtained a card from their union. This worked 
against any – White or ‘coloured’ – who had been unemployed for a long time 
and could not afford to pay their union dues. During these years, too, average pay 
went down for all seamen without effective opposition from the union. Seeds were 
sown for more conflict and it erupted in 1930 at the start of worldwide economic 
depression.

A new, Communist led organisation – the Seamen’s Minority Movement – 
campaigned to end the PC5 system and to increase wages, reduce hours and 
improve conditions. It was directly opposed to the Union - which had changed its 
name to the National Union of Seamen (NUS). Many Yemeni seamen, as well as some 
White mariners – were attracted to the new movement. They included boarding-
house master Ali Said.

20 From Shields Daily Gazette and Shipping Telegraph 10.3.1919 p 3. Quoted in Lawless.
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1930

The spark that lit the fuse was an agreement between the NUS and employers to 
bring in a rota system that applied only to Arab seamen in South Shields, Cardiff and 
Hull. Under the system, those who had been longest ashore would be at the front of 
the queue. It was aimed at the boarding-house masters but many felt it was racist as 
it did not apply to White seamen.

7.6 Letter to the Shields Gazette from Ahmed Alwin 21 

‘Well, if this scheme is so good for getting employment for Arabs … why not the 
same for white men? But the Arabs are not so dense as not to see through this 
scheme. As they are British subjects they are entitled to all the rights of British 
seamen. They do not desire preferential treatment over white seamen and do not 
intend to take part in any scheme that may come in conflict with them.’

Other Yemenis and Somalis supported the scheme, feeling it was fairer. They were 
supported by the Western Islamic Association which, although very critical of the 
NUS, advised seamen to go along with the scheme.

Violence erupted on 2nd August 1930. The SMM organised a picket of the offices of 
the NUS and Board of Trade at Mill Dam. Here are two versions of what happened 22

ACCORDING TO THE POLICE
An SMM meeting at Mill Dam was being addressed by its leader O’Donnell. 
About 150 Arabs and 100 white men were at the meeting. Fifteen police were 
on duty, later joined by six more. People were being stirred up by the speech. 
Arabs who had just signed off a ship came out of the Shipping Office and Ali Said 
brought them to the meeting. The Shipping Federation and the NUS shouted 
out for firemen and there was a rush of white men and Arabs wanting work. They 
were stopped by a line of SMM men. Some white men signed up. There was then 
another call for firemen. SMM leaders said : ‘Don’t go in men, don’t let the scabs 
sign on – now’s your chance to get stuck into them’. Ali Said said ‘Stop them’ in 
Arabic. Arabs rushed at the men with sticks, razors, knives, clubs, chair legs and 

stones. There was serious fighting and police drew batons. There were 
minor injuries to Arabs and police. Four policemen were stabbed, one seriously. 
Nineteen Arabs and two white SMM men were arrested. Laster police arrested 
SMM leaders Ali Said, O’Donnell, Dowell and Smit.

ACCORDING TO THE SOUTH SHIELDS SEAMEN’S COMMITTEE OF ACTION 
Provoked by NUS ‘scabs and thugs’ and police, white and coloured seamen 
stood firm. Scabs incited the seamen, openly displaying weapons. One man who 
attempted to break through the line of picketing seamen drew a stick or whip. 
Seamen fought back and police used this as the cue to attack. Coloured seamen’s 
lodgings were raided and those showing resistance were arrested. This was all 
set up to destroy the movement by taking away its leaders. It was not a fight 
between white and coloured seamen.

Those arrested were tried the following November. Photos of arrests and court 
appearances are at http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/9/the-riots.html . Ali Said 
was sentenced to 16 months imprisonment and deported. Other leaders were given 
terms of imprisonment and hard labour. Resistance to the rota system collapsed. 
By September 363 Yemenis and 66 Somalis were registered under the system. This 
caused a financial crisis for several boarding house masters because they relied on 
lodgers paying them back for food and accommodation when they got work. On the 
29th September a hundred unemployed Arab seamen applied for and were granted 
poor relief at the South Shields workhouse.

In 1935 there was a further serious blow to ‘coloured’ seamen when the British 
Shipping (Assistance) Act ruled that only British crews could work on merchant ships. 
Many applied for naturalisation. Many others faced destitution. However, when war 
broke out in 1939 and crews were needed again, the rules were relaxed and large 
numbers of Yemenis and Somalis again served and, in many cases, died alongside 
White sailors helping ensure the British people were fed.

21 Quoted from Shields Daily Gazette and Shipping Telegraph 22.7.1930 p 5 in Lawless, Richard I. (1995): From Ta’izz to 
Tyneside – An Arab Community in the North-East of England during the Early Twentieth Century
22 Adapted from Lawless

http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/9/the-riots.html
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Thinking point

How far do you agree with this assessment, on the Yemeni Project website, of the 1919 and 1930 riots?

‘The truth of the matter is that these riots were not an overspill of racial animosity between co-existing communities but a product of 
economic depression and desperation for employment.’

Practice question

Explain why there were divisions among South Shields seamen in 1930.
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[For online video clips (free to access) linked to this chapter, see Recommended 
resources in the notes for teachers at the end of this pack.]

8.1 Holborn and Laygate in 1913 and 2017 

The two dramatic events at Mill Dam - as well as the racist attitudes shown in 
letters to the local press by people not giving their real names – may give the 
impression that South Shields was a racially divided town. But these were extreme 
results of outside pressures, and other evidence shows how a successful multiracial 
community was developing quietly, with people choosing to live and work together. 
Muslim residents could swear on the Qur’an in court, at the abattoir licensed 
slaughtermen worked according to halal codes, a special Muslim section was created 
at Harton cemetery and Arab cafes served English clients after the pubs closed. 

8.2 Councillor Laybourn supporting the proposal for a 
Muslim section in the cemetery in 1937 23 

‘We live in an age of tyranny when the rights and privileges of certain sections – 
the small minorities and particularly the coloured minorities – count for nothing. 
Although they are small in number in the town they represent a world-wide 
religion whose influence has been equally as potent as that of Christianity in the 
formation of mankind. I want the Council to grant these people the same rights 
as we would grant to our own.’

The local press reported religious festivals as part of the life of the town:

8.3 Shields Gazette February 1937 24 

‘Over 200 Mohammedans marched through the streets of South Shields to 
celebrate the festival of Id-el-Arifa. Brilliantly coloured tarbushes, caftans and 

kuffiehs made contrast with the vivid green banners of Islam and the pure white 
vestments of the women and girls. The different racial types and their strange 
headgear gave the festival a cosmopolitan flavour rarely forund in an English 
town … The Imam, Shaikh Abdullah, addressed them and spoke from the Koran.’

Mixed streets

In the slum clearances of the mid 1930s much of Holborn was demolished and the 
Council had to decide where to rehouse those who had lived there. Far from being 
‘Little Arabia’, only 13.4% of households in Holborn were Arab: it was already a very 
mixed community. Minutes of council meetings show that there was an attempt by 
some councillors to create segregated housing blocks.

8.4 Alderman Dunlop, Chair of the Housing Committee, 
quoted in Shields Gazette and Shipping Telegraph 1935 25

Alderman Dunlop, Chair of the Housing Committee: 

‘We have a coloured problem to meet and I have sworn that as long as I had 
anything to do with housing, the coloured people would have to be in a colony 
by themselves, and not mixed up among the white people, and I am going to try 
to keep my promise to the people of South Shields.’

25 Quoted in Lawless
23 Quoted in Lawless
24 ibid

8. Laygate – mixed housing and mixed marriages 
between the wars
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8.5 Shields Gazette 1935 26

‘The Council’s aim is to segregate, if possible, the coloured inhabitants, 
numbering about 400, and prevent them from penetrating into residential areas 
or migrating along with the displaced white slum dwellers to West Harton. Storm 
clouds are gathering in Holborn.’

There was a strong reaction from Yemeni residents:

8.6 Salem Abuzed, boarding-house master of 25 East 
Holborn, to Shields Gazette 26

‘During the war I was in Ruhleben prison camp in Germany. I know what a camp 
is like. England is a free country and they cannot do things like this to us. If the 
Council carry out this plan of putting us all together we shall leave the town.’ 

8.7 Abdul Ali of East Holborn  27

‘It is not humanity to put us on one side as if we were lions or tigers or horses. 
Perhaps the Council think they can charge people a shilling at the gate for 
coming to look at us … So long as we pay our rents and rates we can live where 
we like.’ 

The segregation plan failed. Most Holborn residents – White and Arab - took matters 
in their own hands and moved across Commercial Street to Laygate where stores, 
cafes and boarding houses relocated. Eight new blocks of good quality two storey 
houses were built in Cornwallis Square. In all cases, White and ‘Arab’ families lived side 
by side as they had done before. 

Practice question

Study sources 8.1, 8.4 and 8.6. Which of these sources is more useful to a historian 
investigating relations between Yemeni and White people in South Shields in the 
1930s?

Laygate today looks very different from how it was in the 1930s. The railway station 
and bridge, Holy Trinity Church and the tightly packed houses have gone, while 
many streets have been demolished. One last boarding house, run by the Hussein 
(Al-Sayyadi) family, remains on Brunswick Street.

8.8 Laygate Lane in 1938 and 2017

8.9 Cornwallis Square in 1938 and 2017

26 Shields Gazette and Shipping Telegraph 31.1.1935 p 3 quoted in Lawless
27 ibid
28 ibid

© South Tyneside Libraries www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

© South Tyneside Libraries www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
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Mixed marriages

Historian Laura Tabili looked at a court report of the case of Nagi Mohamed and his 
wife Lauretta Clarice Lee in May/July 1929, describing one day in his life.

8.10 Laura Tabili 29

‘He collected his unemployment money and gave directly to Lauretta (handing 
over the pay packet was a working class custom) ‘I go straight home and give my 
missus the 28 shillings.’ He stopped for a drink at the Hop Pole pub, placed a bet 
with bookmaker Robert Owen Stokes, and bumped into his son Hamed running 
an errand for Lauretta: ‘Da, I want to buy some cakes’. In the evening N suspended 
a game of bagatelle in Arab-run Athraby’s in Holborn, to take Lauretta to the 
cinema.’

Tabili comments that this case shows how Arab migrants, like the European seamen 
before them, ‘adopted and adapted local cultural practices as they settled and 
married in South Shields.’ Locally born Aminah Hasan, of English and Caribbean 
heritage, grew up in Cornwallis Square.

8.11 Aminah Hasan 30

‘There was a massive, lovely community, everyone knew each other. Mams 
played with their kids in the street, it was lovely growing up in that. You didn’t 
really know anything different and it wasn’t just Cornwallis Square it was the 
whole of Laygate and houses that have (since) been pulled down; Bowman 
street, beside old Trinity church. There were Yemeni communities, there was 
people from the Caribbean , there were English people, you didn’t know any 
different. It was just a nice community, everyone was together, there was no 
prejudice, you could walk into other people’s houses and that’s how we lived.

The influence of the Yemenis has a massive impact on my life, that’s why I 
became a Muslim. Especially through Uncle Saeed and my auntie Hagra who 
knew the Quran through going to the school, the way of life, the food, was a 
massive influence. I became a Muslim and never looked back, I was really happy 
to do that.’

Only a minority of Yemeni men married local women, but their ‘mixed’ relationships 
had an impact in the town. White women who were drawn to Yemenis men 
explained that this was because they had good manners, a strong work ethic and a 
sense of humour. As Muslims, they tended not to drink alcohol and so were less likely 
to be violent.

These relationships brought benefit for the men, too. Their wives were gatekeepers 
to British society, giving them a way in and making it easier to adapt. The men had 
access to Tyneside social networks through their wives and the children grew up at 
ease in the worlds of their mothers’ families. On the other hand, many native British 
wives also adapted to the culture of their husbands, decorating their living rooms 
with pictures of holy sites and verses from the Qur’an, or removing pork and adding 
spices to English recipes. Some wives became Muslim.

29 Tabili
30 http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/ 

http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/ 
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8.12 Researcher Sydney Collins in 1952 31

‘Mrs Abdul who was the wife of an Arab and has a sister who is married to 
another Arab, is a proselyte of the Muslim faith. The family occupies a modern 
four-room house in Cornwallis Square. The house is newly decorated and well 
furnished – furnishings include piano, radiogram, drawing room suite, carpets, 
rugs etc …’My husband is devoted to me. The things he would be willing to do 
for me in the home, I doubt whether a white man would.’ 

Mohammed and Rosetta Muckble (see chapter 6) ran a café and fruit shop on 
Laygate Lane in their later years. Maureen Marshall, their granddaughter, remembers 
their home:

8.13 Maureen Marshall 32

‘They agreed to respect each other’s religion, so my mother married my father in 
a mosque and my father married my mother in a church. In Ramadan, she stood 
by him. She prepared all his food and put a little banquet on for him for when he 
was allowed to eat in the morning …

Christmas and New Year my grandfather celebrated, and New Year was fantastic 
because he didn’t have enough seats but he used to get all these fruit boxes 
(for people) to sit on. At first he used to have an old gramophone but then my 
mother gave him a radiogram, so he had this radiogram and played English 
music, rock and roll and everything. His coffee shop was packed with people and 
we would all sit round, but there was no alcohol. I think my grandmother used 
to have a little sip upstairs with her sister but there was no alcohol and everyone 
used to get up and dance and trying to teach the Arabs how to dance was funny! 
Come 12 O’clock New Year, everyone gathered round Trinity Church Clock, and 
all of Cornwallis Square, Commercial Road and Laygate gathered round this clock 
waiting for midnight, a big crowd of us all holding hands.’ 33

In some cases wives acted as business partners:

8.14 Researcher Sydney Collins, 1952

‘In Shields… an Arab boarding house master used his white wife to assist him in 
getting contracts that might have been beyond his ability to negotiate. She was 
sent to Scandinavia and other Northern European ports to negotiate contracts 
with companies for the supply of coloured crews’. 34

There was some hostility to mixed marriages, expressed in letters to the press: 

8.15 from ‘Adsum’

‘No self- respecting white girl is going to marry an Arab for love alone. Then what 
is it that draws them? Not the Arab’s beauty, surely! No, it is the dress that these 
men can offer, the pleasures they can indulge in … Furthermore, the Arabs can 
always be relied upon to pick the prettiest girls: the ugly ducklings being left for 
the white man, with the exception of the girls who have their self-respect. Also 
an Arab can get a job where a white man has not a look in; they refuse to sell 
themselves cheaply.’ 35

8.16 from ‘A Holborn resident’

‘… no mixed breed child is or ever will be as good as the child born of white 
parents. As regards dirty white children, well, if an Arab child was never washed it 
would never be known, as black is a good standing colour. ..A white man can be 
found and identified but it takes you all your time to identify the Arabs.’ 36

But these comments drew a strong response:

31 Collins, Sydney F (1952): ‘Moslem’ and ‘Negro’ Groupings on Tyneside.
32 http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/
33 http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/
34 Collins
35 Shields Daily Gazette and Shipping Telegraph 18.2.1929 p 4 quoted in Lawless
36 ibid

http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/
http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/ 
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8.17 From ‘Common Sense’

‘If everyone was as clean in person and in deed as the coloured people there 
would not be near the disease that there is. … What more disgrace is there in a 
white girl marrying a black man than a white man marrying a coloured women 
which I know to go on in tropical countries?’ 37

8.18 From ‘an Arab’s Wife’

‘Can anyone prove that any Arab’s child has ever been taken from the school 
dirty? No they can’t, but I know hundreds of English children that have. The Arab 
children are both clean and well clothed. How many white men have been sent 
to prison for child neglect? A coloured man has never been.’ 38

8.19 From ‘A White Woman of Six’

‘As for the coloured men being inferior, well, it may only be in stature, but they 
are kind and gentle to their wives and children and that is more than a great deal 
of the so-called white man can say.’ 39

8.20 ‘An Arab seafarer and family in the 1950s’

© South Tyneside Libraries www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

37 Shields Daily Gazette and Shipping Telegraph 21.3.1923 p 4 quoted in Lawless
38 Shields Daily Gazette and Shipping Telegraph 14.2.1929 p4 quoted in Lawless
39 Shields Daily Gazette and Shipping Telegraph 23.2.1923 p 4 quoted in Lawless

http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
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In the late 1980s the author William Dalrymple visited South Shields and described 
the White working class Muslim women he met. 

8.21 William Dalrymple 

‘The women are formidable and not to be ignored … Sylvia Hussein and her 
friend Emily Abdullah both like to sit in the boarding house kitchen, only their 
Islamic headscarves distinguishing them from other South Shields women. While 
I was there Mrs Hussein was fasting for Ramadan, but Mrs Abdullah, who said 
she was taking tablets, was tucking into a slice of cake. … One thing, however, 
was quite clear: neither she nor Mrs Hussein had allowed the Islamic idea of the 
shy downward-looking female to loosen a Geordie wife’s traditional grip on her 
husband.  ‘I’ve a mind of my own ‘ says Mrs Hussein.  ‘If something displeases me, 
Mr Hussein is quick to know about it. If I think something is wrong, I tell him’. 40

Practice questions

Explain why the heart of the Yemeni community moved from Holborn to Laygate.

Study sources 8.2, 8.4, 8.11 and 8.14 . Which of these sources is more useful to a 
historian investigating whether Yemenis were segregated from the wider community 
in the 1930s?

From Laygate Lane by Gladys Muckble 41

When I am alone and feeling blue,
My thoughts return to the street I knew.
It’s altered now, not for the best.
It is clean, and modern and all the rest,
But its character is gone, and nothing is left,
Of the warmth, we knew, the love that was there, the home to rest, but in my 
memory it is always there, as clear and alive, precious and rare.

A busy street, not posh, not clean, seamen from ships were often seen.
Buses going by every second, houses above shops, bay windows where friendships 
beckoned.
Our house, a green door, was one of these.
Where we cleaned our front step, front step down on our knees.
A ghetto they called it, just near a port, with foreign seamen on leave for sport.
But no harm was done, no muggings there, and crime on the whole was very rare.
We were young then, the years flew past.
But memories of home will always last.

40 The Independent Magazine, October 1989, quoted in Nabil and Gharavi (2013), Last of the Dictionary Men
41 http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/6/yemeni-and-british-integration.html

http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/6/yemeni-and-british-integration.html
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[For online video clips (free to access) linked to this chapter, see Recommended 
resources in the notes for teachers at the end of this pack.]

In 1930s Laygate the Yemeni house of prayer was on the corner of Cuthbert street 
and Smith Street. A photo of it is at http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/10/the-
zawias-and-the-mosque.html

It was known as the Zaoia or zawiya (an Arabic word meaning ‘corner’) and was 
established by Imam Abdulla Al-Hakimi who led a religious revival among British 
Yemenis in the 1930s. If you look carefully you can see what the building was used 
for previously. Cuthbert Street no longer exists, and after it was demolished the 
community started building a new mosque on Commercial Road that was never 
finished. Eventually, however, the brand new Al Azhar Mosque opened on Laygate 
in 1972, followed in 1988 by the mosque school teaching Islamic studies, Arabic and 
English.

9. The Al-Azhar Mosque and ‘The King’
9.1 Laygate Lane in 1967 before redevelopment and the 
building of the mosque 

9.2 The mosque on the same site in 2017

© South Tyneside Libraries www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk

http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/10/the-zawias-and-the-mosque.html
http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/10/the-zawias-and-the-mosque.html
http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk
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In 1977 the Al-Azhar Mosque became internationally famous when the world 
champion heavyweight boxer and Muslim Muhammad Ali visited South Shields to 
support a boys’ boxing club and have his wedding to Veronica Porsche blessed in the 
mosque. The world’s media came and the streets were packed with excited, cheering 
crowds as Ali passed through in an open top bus.

9.3 Muhammad Ali’s bus in the town centre

9.4 Muhammad Ali and Veronica Porsche greeted inside 
the mosque by members of the South Shields Yemeni 
community, 20th July 1977

© Fred Mudditt, Fietscher Fotos Ltd. (Source: South Tyneside Libraries)

© Fred Mudditt, Fietscher Fotos Ltd. (Source: South Tyneside Libraries)
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42 Interviewed in Tina Gharavi, The King of South Shields (film, 2008)
43 Interviewed in Gharavi, The King of South Shields (film, 2008)
44 &45 ibid

9.5 Ibrahim Al-Sayyadi 42

‘It put Islam in a different perspective for a lot of people who didn’t know much 
about it, and they all asked questions after that, questions that they wouldn’t 
have asked if he hadn’t have came… The Greatest, coming to this mosque, and 
such a little town, Unbelievable! …

I shook his hand, it was a big hand. I just remember staring at him, thinking ‘the 
champion of the world!’ – what these hands had done.’

9.6 Ibrahim Al-Sayyadi as a boy, gazing up at Muhammad 
Ali  

© Fred Mudditt, Fietscher Fotos Ltd. (Source: South Tyneside Libraries)

9.5 Hana Yasmin Ali, daughter of Muhammad Ali 43

‘My father wanted to be the people’s champion a hundred per cent, do the 
things that people wouldn’t do, to make the people feel they knew they were 
important. He knew he was going to bring attention and awareness to this town 
by being there.’

9.6 Darren Palmer 44

‘This man was voted the Millennium sportsman of the world – ever! And he was 
here in this humble town.’

9.7 Muhammad Ali , interviewed during his visit 45

‘The reason I’m in England now is because I’m a Muslim.‘
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After the Second World War the shipping industry declined. There were few jobs on 
ships and Yemeni seamen stopped arriving. Many South Shields Yemenis moved to 
new opportunities in cities such as Sheffield and Birmingham. When East Holborn 
was redeveloped again in the 1970s and 80s, Yemenis were rehoused all over the 
town and there was no longer a distinctly Arab area, although the Al-Azhar Mosque 
is still an important community hub. 

The second, third and fourth generation descendants from mixed couples have very 
varied senses of identity. The Palmer family are interviewed in Tina Gharavi’s 2008 
film ‘The King of South Shields.’ Darren Palmer’s grandfather was a Yemeni merchant 
seamen and his grandmother was half Arab and half Scottish. The family changed 
their name from Wohab to Palmer in the 1960s to make it easily to get jobs. Darren’s 
father, born in South Shields, says

‘I’m British: from the Yemen and from England. I’m very proud of my roots 
and background.’

On the one hand, the Yemeni community in South Shields maintains a very 
special identity in the UK, as the first settled Muslim community and also the most 
integrated into UK life, while still retaining a religious and cultural identity. On the 
other hand, even in the 1950s older members of the community worried that their 
children were drifting away from their Arab culture and faith:

10.1 Researcher Sydney Collins in 1952

‘Of an average of about 18 worshippers … in one of the zoaias, there has hardly 
been more than one member of the Anglo-coloured present at any time. With 
few exceptions the Anglo-coloureds are attending dances and some have taken 
to drinking alcoholic drinks, which is prohibited by their religion. Moreover, there 
have been complaints by the immigrants that some of the Anglo-coloured tend 
to disregard them when they meet in public places or on the streets.  ‘Some 

of them pass us and pretend they do not see us. Playing white, I suppose ‘, 
complained an Arab… Until adolescence the child’s life is strongly influenced 
by Moslem values. At a later age he tends gradually to free himself from these 
controls and to orientate his life more completely towards the values of British 
society.’ 46

Many of today’s young residents of the town are the great grandchildren of Yemeni 
seamen. Some identify strongly with their Arab heritage, some don’t. Some are 
Muslim, some are Christian and some are neither. Some have Arab names and 
some don’t. Darren Palmer’s sons – one blue-eyed and the other brown-eyed – look 
English. His eldest son’s girlfriend also had a Yemeni great grandfather, looks equally 
English and has the surname Ahmed. He jokes that people hearing their names 
wrongly think he’s not Arab and she’s not English.

In 2017 few Yemenis remain in the Laygate area. Dispersed all over South Shields, 
intermarried with English people through several generations, they are a largely 
indistinguishable part of the wider community, like the Irish before them. Darren 
Palmer stresses how important it is to be aware of their history:

10.2 Darren Palmer 47

‘Yemeni people didn’t come here and stay Yemeni. They came here and decided 
‘If we need to progress our lives, we need to mix with the West, we need to 
integrate.’ Jumping on a ship at the age of 19, travelling halfway round the world 
just to improve his life – it’s hellish brave to do ... That‘s why it’s so important, the 
journey of the Arabs. We’re now integrated, we’re now all fine, we’re comfortable, 
we’re happy, it’s a great community to be in – I love South Shields – but it was 
never always like that. Stories have to be told, how do people better themselves, 
because Britain is now a multicultural society, whether people like it or not.’

10. Moving on

46 Collins
47 Gharavi
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Visitors to South Shields for a day trip or a night out will almost certainly walk down 
Ocean Road, the direct way from the station to the Marine Parks, the amusement 
arcades and the wide sandy beaches. As they do so they will pass what is claimed to 
be the UK’s longest stretch of Bangladeshi ‘curry houses’ (alongside Italian and fish 
and chip restaurants). Baring Street – with its two mosques and community centres 
- and the other streets climbing up north from here towards the Roman fort are the 
heart of what has now become the town’s largest Muslim community. 

11.1 Ocean Road in 1939 and 2017

11.2 Baring Street mosques

Bangladeshi migration to South Shields has followed a similar pattern to other parts 
of the UK. A few were merchant seamen – known as Lascars – who arrived and 
settled in much the same way as Arab mariners. Others came to the UK in the 1950s 
and 1960s to work in the textile mills of Yorkshire and Lancashire, to be joined later 
by wives and children. At this time, migration to the North East was relatively low. 
By the 1970s and 1980s, however, as jobs on ships and in factories became scarce, 
Bangladeshi men moved into the fast growing ‘Indian’ restaurant business. Ocean 
Road – on the way to the sea for the day trippers but also close to the town centre 
for locals on a night out – was a perfect location and a community grew up in the 
surrounding streets of terraced houses. A 2005 report 48 on young Bangladeshis in 
nearby Newcastle upon Tyne reported stresses that may also apply to some in South 
Shields: as a result of being somewhat isolated from wider society they often 
tended to move into niche jobs in the restaurant trade rather than entering the 
same range of occupations as White youngsters. School and university achievement 
by Bangladeshi girls is significantly higher than by boys. Those in the younger 
generation of Bangladeshis who are graduate professionals are now dispersing to live 
in other areas, but Ocean Road is still an important community hub. 

In addition, a significant number of South Shields professionals such as doctors, 
lecturers, lawyers and business people have origins in India and Pakistan. Several 
South Asian and Iranian men first came to South Shields as students at the Marine 
and Technical College, which still trains foreign students (some of whom stay at 
the Yemeni boarding house in Brunswick Street). These students often came from 
wealthier professional families who paid their fees, then gained jobs with the 
merchant navy or the Royal Fleet Auxiliary, and made South Shields their base. Some 
married local women while others brought their wives from Pakistan or India. For 
these wives, raising their children while husbands were away at sea for months at a 
time, life was not easy.

11. Ocean Road 

48 Mac an Ghaill and Haywood, Young Bangladeshi people’s experience of transition to adulthood (Joseph Rowntree Foundation)
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According to Barry Carr 49, South Asian immigrants have ‘benefited from the 
atmosphere of tolerance forged in the town by the Arabs.’ However, this was 
always easier – as in the past – for those in mixed marriages. People report regular 
experiences of name calling, spitting and other verbal abuse in the 1960s, 70s and 
80s. One Pakistani born wife of a ship’s engineer remembers people shouting ‘Go 
back home!’ to her at a time in 1982 when her husband was serving with the Royal 
Fleet Auxiliary in the Falklands War. On the other hand, her children made White 
friends at school with whom they remain very close. She went on to be a social 
worker and senior lecturer. 

During the 1990s there were occasional racist attacks on individuals and restaurants, 
usually organised by the British National Party who tried unsuccessfully to get people 
to boycott an Asian owned shop in 1990. In 2001, following the attack on the World 
Trade Centre in New York, the Al-Azhar mosque suffered an arson attack. And in 2016, 
following the referendum vote to leave the European Union, anti-refugee posters 
appeared outside South Tyneside hospital. These were, however, isolated incidents.

Black and Minority Ethnic numbers remain small. Including East Europeans, they 
are about six per cent of the town’s population. As well as groups organised by 
communities themselves, several bodies provide help and support, most notably 
CREST (Compact for Race Equality in Tyneside), Apna Ghar Minority Ethnic Women’s 
Centre and STARCH (South Tyneside Asylum and Refugee Church Help). 

Recently, in common with the rest of the UK, the town has seen the arrival of migrant 
workers from European Union countries and of asylum seekers hoping for refugee 
status. While many recent migrants have received support and solidarity, several 
factors have also created a climate of hostility from some quarters:

• Laws imposing ever tighter controls on immigration from 1962 until now
• The impact of terrorist acts such as the 2005 bombings in London
• Economic decline, especially since 2008
• Sustained campaigns against asylum seekers in some of the popular press
• The rise of anti-immigration feeling during and after the 2016 ‘Brexit’  
 referendum

According to Dave Renton (referring to the North East of England in general):

‘The tighter the level of state control, the more keenly have other groups 
promoted hostility towards ‘foreigners’…. The enormous press campaign against 
refugees has left a permanent mark, in legitimising aggressive, hostile responses 
that would previously not have been tolerated…’

He wonders if groups such as the Yemenis were only accepted because they lost 
much of their cultural identity:

‘Any process of acceptance has depended on migrants adjusting themselves  
to the wider society. If no traces of previous history, no alternative voices or 
cultures were heard, then all might turn out for the good. A migrant  
population that continued to maintain old customs could not be guaranteed  
the same welcome.’ 50

South Shields remains a town proud of a tradition of inclusion for immigrants 
going back centuries, even millennia. In many ways this pride is deserved. However, 
there were times (in 1915, 1919 and 1930) when factors external to South Shields 
caused that solidarity to collapse. We are once more at a time when wider issues are 
affecting attitudes to immigration, so will the tradition of inclusion survive and be 
strengthened?

49 Carr, B ((1992) ‘Black Geordies’ in Colls & Lancaster (eds), Geordies: Roots of Regionalism- quoted in Renton
50 Renton, David (2006) Hostility or welcome? Migration to the North East Since 1945 
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Location

The story of South Shields is all about its location. Close to Scotland, at the eastern 
end of Hadrian’s Wall, it formed part of the northernmost defence of the Roman 
Empire. On a peninsula overlooking the North Sea, it was a first port of call for 
northern Europeans, whether invaders or traders. At the mouth of the Tyne, 
accessible to large ships and on a rich coal seam, it boomed in the industrial age. As 
a place where the tramp steamers started and ended their journeys, it was central 
to the merchant shipping trade, including during both World Wars. With its beaches, 
parks and amusements it attracted holidaymakers from surrounding cities. Students 
can investigate why and how these factors have brought immigrants to the town for 
the last two thousand years.

Each chapter of this pack, while following a roughly chronological narrative, centres 
around an area of the town. Lawe Top is where the Romans built their fort. Nearby 
Jarrow was the heart of the Irish community and St Hilda’s was one of the collieries 
with a largely Irish workforce. Market Square and surrounding streets had several 
popular German pork butchers’ shops until the First World War. Until recently, most 
Yemenis settled in the Holborn and Laygate area. Mill Dam was the location of 
two outbursts of violence between Arab and White seamen, in 1919 and 1930. The 
town’s Bangladeshi community is today centred on the streets running uphill north 
of Ocean Road. There were reasons for these choices of settlement.

The importance of the location of South Shields and how that determined patterns 
of migration to the town can be a useful framework for this unit.

Integration?

A common theme in writing about migration to the town is the assertion that the 
people of South Shields’ are more welcoming than other parts of the UK, and that the 
town’s history is one of successful integration of migrant communities, especially 

the 19th century Irish and the 20th century Yemenis. Many agree that this is the 
case, with various reasons suggested. Rapid growth in the 19th century meant that 
the majority of the population had come from elsewhere to work in the mines and 
shipyards, so this was a town of immigrants. As many migrants were male mariners 
who married local women, their children grew up well integrated into local culture 
through their mothers. A tradition of hospitality was combined with migrants’ 
willingness to adapt. 

Here, for example, is journalist Philip Rawsthorne writing in the Shields Gazette in 
1958:

‘In no other part of the country has the problem been handled so well. …
[The Town] has neither given the Moslems special favours nor treated them 
unfairly. They have received the attention given to all other citizens and been 
expected to share the town’s lean times as well as the good.’

Some writers, however, challenge this. There have been many instances of racially 
directed antagonism and exclusion. Where minorities have assimilated, it has been at 
the expense of their own culture: they were forced to lose their identity. Those not in 
mixed marriages were not made so welcome. In his comprehensive 1995 history of 
South Shields’s Arabs, Richard Lawless concludes:

‘The racial hostility and prejudice experienced by the Arab community 
during the inter-war years has declined. But it is argued that this is largely 
because integration has been accompanied by the assimilation of most of 
those of Arab descent into the larger society of South Tyneside and the loss 
of their Arab and Islamic identity.’ 51

Notes for Teachers
Migration to South Shields: two angles to explore with students

51 Lawless, Richard I. (1995): From Ta’izz to Tyneside – An Arab Community in the North-East of England during the Early Twentieth Century 
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52 http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/
53 Tabili, Laura (2011): Global Migrants, Local Culture – Natives and Newcomers in Provincial England 1841-1939 which is entirely about South Shields
54 Renton, Dave (2007): Colour Blind? Race and Migration in North East England Since 1945 

Filmmaker Tina Gharavi feels the town’s Yemenis have been ill served in the past by 
writers focusing on the Mill Dam riots to give an impression of racial conflict, rather 
than on the longer, deeper story of integration:

‘Fortunately, we are now in a position to set the record straight and ensure the 
British-Yemeni community are remembered for what they have contributed: 
successful integration and proof that Muslim culture can live successfully in 
harmony with modern British society.’ 52

In an email to the author Leyla Al-Sayyadi affirms:

‘I think it is important to say that on the whole, relations between the two 
communities were positive and obstacles were overcome. Eventually these two 
communities became one and the fact there are 5 and 6 generations descending 
from these men in the town today is testament to that.’

If it is true that South Shields is an example of successful integration – and there is 
evidence for and against – then perhaps the reasons are more to do with accidents 
of history than a special characteristic among locals. Twentieth century immigrants 
were largely single men working on the ships. When they settled, with little 
availability of women from their own culture, they married local women and their 
children grew up equally comfortable in the heritages of both their parents, with 
English grandparents and cousins.

Laura Tabili 53 argues that Arab immigrants were more easily accepted in South 
Shields than elsewhere because there was already – from the 19th century 
experiences of Irish and European immigrants – a tradition of integration. 

Dave Renton 54  argues that this process continues:

the successful migration of Yemenis to south shields in the early years of the 
twentieth century had created a strong local culture of mutual respect that 
militated against any later attempts to stir up antagonism against subsequent 
black and Asian immigrants.

These questions are well worth exploring with students, perhaps with reference to 
their own locality and community.

http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/
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Here are three of many possible approaches.

A. An approach focused on the key skills for the exam: understanding how and 
why migrations and events happened and assessing the value of sources, including 
evidence in the built environment. Keep the basic framework of the pack. Decide 
when to give students text to read and when to explain to them or to let them elicit 
stories from their interrogation of sources. 

B. An approach with a structure similar to the layout of the exam specification, 
taking in turn each of the following:

When did immigrants arrive, why and from where? An overview including 
immigrants from the Roman Empire; Scottish and Irish keelmen, colliers and 
shipbuilders; European mariners; Yemeni and Somali merchant seamen; South Asians 
after the Second World War and more recent EU migrants and asylum seekers. How 
changing patterns of migration have been affected by location (river, coalfields and 
sea), availability of work and a changing economy. What visible evidence remains (eg 
Arbeia, Mill Dam, Laygate, Ocean Road).

How were they received by the settled population? Consideration of South 
Shields’s reputation for being welcoming. Evidence of segregation (eg Yemenis 
in East Holborn) and integration (19th century seamen living in British-headed 
households, mixed marriages, diverse communities in Laygate). Positive and negative 
responses by the receiving population and by the authorities. A focus on the attacks 
on German butchers and the Mill Dam riots and their causes, and whether they 
suggest deeper local divisions or were the result of other factors.

What were the key events in the migration history of South Shields? Using the 
timeline of key events at the start of the pack, locate each event both physically in 
the town and in its historical context. Consider how significant the event was and 
how far it is commemorated and recorded. What evidence is there of the event in the 
town today?

What was their impact? To what extent has South Shields been shaped by its 
migration history? Economic impact (labour history in the coalfields and shipyards 
and on the merchant ships and how far migrant labour created the town’s wealth). 

Social and cultural impact – both the impact of migration on the town and the 
impact of the town’s society and culture on immigrants (eg through mixed marriages 
or the more recent impact of food culture through restaurants). How much of South 
Shields today is shaped by migration in the past?

This allows a more thematic overview rather than a step by step chronological 
narrative. Select sources and explanatory text from this pack that reflect these 
themes. Use some of the practice questions from the pack.

C. A more holistic, creative, project-based approach. Spend a couple of lessons 
sharing key points of the history with students to give them a basic framework, then 
give them creative challenges that will force them to study deeply and to select and 
judge the value of sources. Suggested examples:

• Students create a South Shields tourist guidebook that focuses on its  
 migration and multicultural history.

• Two opposing teams prepare evidence for a debate on an underlying  
 question, such as whether South Shields deserves its reputation as an easy  
 place for immigrants to settle and fit in.

• Using still photos and sources in the pack, and possibly clips found online,  
 studies create a 5 minute film history, each group of students focusing on  
 a particular period.

• Students write and perform a scripted play telling the story of South Shields,  
 focusing on key dates: 120, 1245, 1848, 1894, 1919, 1930, 1977 … etc.

• Students select material from the pack for an exhibition in which they address 
  each of the four questions listed in (B) above.

• Students have to select a restricted number of sources (five, perhaps?)  
 that they think tell key aspects of the story over the whole period from  
 120 till now, and defend their choice.

• Students design a memorial to the migrants to South Shields and its  
 multicultural community and decide where they would put the memorial  
 and why.

Planning the course
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An actual visit may be impossible for most schools, in which case we recommend 
a virtual visit to the places highlighted. This can be easily managed using Google 
Streetview: students could discover for themselves, for example, the references to 
Roman occupation in street names near Arbeia, the streets where German shops 
were attacked, the location of the Yemeni mosque or the Bangladeshi restaurants 
along Ocean Road.

If you can visit, however, South Shields is very easy to reach by Metro from Newcastle 
upon Tyne Central Station: trains are very regular and the journey takes less than half 
an hour. On arrival, a good starting place would be The Word in Market Square, a few 
minutes’ walk west from South Shields Metro station. This brand new, state of the 
art centre for the spoken word houses the library and local history archive and has 
several bookable meeting spaces as well as a café. The top floor has panoramic views 
over the River Tyne. Several locations at which key stories can be told are within easy 
reach.

Shorter trip

From the station, walk west up King Street to Market Square and The Word.

• The panoramic view from the top floor of The Word, looking south over Asda to 
where the former colliery and gas works were, west over the Tyne and east over 
Market Square, offers a chance to describe the mines and shipyards that drew 
Irish and Scottish migrants, perhaps comparing the view with the old ordnance 
survey maps which can be bought in the ground floor bookshop.

Exit The Word and gather in Market Square.

• Market Square is still the same large open space with its 18th century Town Hall 
at the centre, as it was when Seitz’s pork butcher’s shop was attacked in 1915, 
though the shop buildings of the time no longer remain. There is lots of space for 
a school group to imagine the scene.

Walk to Mill Dam (5 mins from The Word).

• The short stretch of Mill Dam descending from Commercial Road still has the 
original buildings, while Custom House is now a restaurant and arts centre. 
There is a large traffic-free space on the quay side with an excellent view of the 
Tyne: perfect for telling the blow-by-blow story of the 1919 and 1930 riots that 
happened here.

Return to Market Square and walk back down King Street past the station to join 
Ocean Road (10 mins walk).

• Ocean Road has what is claimed to be the longest stretch of Bangladeshi curry 
houses in the country, while Baring Street to the left has the Bangladesh Muslim 
Cultural Association’s mosque and the Baitul Ma’mur Sunni Jame-e-Masjid in a 
converted red brick church further up the hill. 

Eat packed lunches (or takeaway food from Ocean Road) in South Marine Park, then 
walk up Lawe Road to Lawe Top (10 mins).

• At Lawe Top take in the view of where the Tyne meets the North Sea and walk (2 
mins) to Arbeia Fort for the story of migrants during the Roman period. The fort is 
well worth visiting for the galleries containing monuments to Victor and Regina 
as well as the fully reconstructed west gate, barrack and courtyard house. It is 
closed during the winter.

From Lawe Top a pleasant walk downhill through North Marine Park takes you to the 
beach to unwind. From the beach it is a 20 minute walk back to the station. If there is 
no time for the beach, walk from the fort down Baring Street back to Ocean Road.

Visiting South Shields
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Chronological itinerary

Another alternative that makes more chronological sense is to start at Lawe Top and 
the Roman fort, then head down Baring Street towards the centre, then heading for 
the view from The Word, Market Square and Mill Dam. If you have your own transport 
this would work very well, as your coach could drop students off at Lawe Top and 
finally collect them from near Mill Dam.

Longer trip – also possible if you have transport

From Mill Dam a 15 minute walk – or 5 minute drive - south down Commercial Road 
takes you to the Laygate and Holborn area.

• Laygate and Holborn have been almost entirely redeveloped, but a few sights 
remain. On Laygate, compare the surroundings of the Al Azhar Mosque (new 
housing estates) with photos from the 1950s or earlier showing the railway 
bridge, station, church and tightly packed housing – all now gone. Standing 
around the monument to lost Laygate, tell the story of ‘The King’s’ visit to the 
mosque in 1977. The last remaining Arab-run boarding house still stands on what 
remains of Brunswick Street. Frederick Street retains its row of shops. Cornwallis 
Square, at the centre of the 1930s slum clearance controversy, is a quiet 
residential corner. As for the noise and bustle of East Holborn, all that remains is 
the Rose and Crown pub: the rest is desolate.
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Recommended resources
Maps

1856 map of South Shields from www.victoriantownmaps.co.uk; Godfrey Edition 
Old Ordnance Survey maps of South Shields (1895 and 1913) and Mouth of Tyne 
(1895) www.alangodfreymaps.co.uk. These are also on sale at The Word, South 
Shields. 
A good current large-scale OS map of South Shields (or Google Maps as a substitute)

Videos

Arbeia Roman Fort – a one minute introduction  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TTsyWx1IVU 
Aerial views of the fort – useful for showing its relationship to the North Sea and the 
Tyne https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TTsyWx1IVU
 ‘Little Ireland’ – the story of Irish migrants to Jarrow https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=TyuCjCG9uqg 
The BBC’s Mixed Britannia https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nTOSFKs_JpQ with 
excellent sections on the Yemeni community: 

• 04:00 to 07:00 on the Yemeni seamen with a visit to a remaining boarding  
 house and an interview with descendants Maureen and Norman Kaier
• 07:00 to 11:30 on the First World War and the 1919 riot 
• 19:30 to 21:10 on mixed marriages between the wars
• 44:42 to 46:12 on cultural and religious practices in mixed marriages
• 56:31 to 57:00 on being an ‘Arab Geordie’

There is a short 1992 film by Tom McGorrian giving an excellent sense of the Yemeni 
community and mixed marriages on the Yemeni Project website at http://www.
theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/8/the-boarding-houses.html 

A one minute trailer for Tina Gharavi’s 2008 film The King of South Shields about 
Muhammad Ali’s visit that can be used to introduce the story https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=1X_tDCLudN8. The full 40 minute film can be ordered from http://
bridgeandtunnelproductions.com/. As well as archive film of Ali’s visit it includes an 
interview with him at the time, contributions by his daughter and by South Shields 
Yemenis who met him, as well as background about the community and the lives 
and work of Yemeni seafarers.

Leyla Al-Sayyadi on ‘My life as a Yemeni in the UK’ in ‘Your Story Our History’ from UK 
Parliament. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5jPjHJkl3Q 

David Campbell and Peter Fryer’s ‘The Boarding House’ https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2dWeK8QJ4KU – an excellent film about the Yemeni community. 

David Campbell’s series of portraits of Laygate people Laygate Stories including: 
• Irish migrant Patrick https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7TnoXj7dWmM 
• Yemeni Yusef https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltUQH71T-Hk 
• Sheena whose father came from Afghanistan https://www.youtube.com/ 
 watch?v=xbfoPUjJ_FE 
• Bangladeshi Dudu https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haatKxRGkJE 

An extract from the BBC’s Coast in which Neil Oliver tells the story of the Yemeni 
community and the 1930 riot, with subtitles https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=tUEwZJwOG5A. This includes many archive photos giving a sense of the 
Holborn area in the early 20th century.

http://www.victoriantownmaps.co.uk
http://www.alangodfreymaps.co.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TTsyWx1IVU 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TTsyWx1IVU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyuCjCG9uqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyuCjCG9uqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nTOSFKs_JpQ
http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/8/the-boarding-houses.html
http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/4/8/the-boarding-houses.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1X_tDCLudN8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1X_tDCLudN8
http://bridgeandtunnelproductions.com/
http://bridgeandtunnelproductions.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5jPjHJkl3Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dWeK8QJ4KU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dWeK8QJ4KU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7TnoXj7dWmM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltUQH71T-Hk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbfoPUjJ_FE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbfoPUjJ_FE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haatKxRGkJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tUEwZJwOG5A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tUEwZJwOG5A
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Websites

Arbeia fort website: https://arbeiaromanfort.org.uk/ with resource packs at https://
arbeiaromanfort.org.uk/learning/resources. Pack A tells the gruesome story of 
Emperor Septimius Severus and his sons. Many photos of the tombstones of Regina 
and Victor are available online.

Two useful websites about German butchers are the story of the Kuch family at 
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/exhibit/the-kuch-family-on-
tyneside/wRbfNEo3 and a Shields Gazette article at https://www.google.com/
culturalinstitute/beta/exhibit/the-kuch-family-on-tyneside/wRbfNEo3 

Leyla Al-Sayyadi’s Yemeni project http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/ is an 
excellent resource for the history of the Yemeni community with a wealth of archive 
photos.

There is a wealth of historic photos available online from South Tyneside Council at 
http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk/ 
If you want to supplement this course by carrying out your own local study of 
migration history in your area, the Runnymede Trust have provided a free online 
guide which can be downloaded as a PDF. It can be accessed at http://bit.
ly/1M0C2A5

Books available for teachers interested in digging deeper

Cooter, Roger (2005) When Paddy Met Geordie – The Irish in County Durham and 
Newcastle 1840-1880

Gibbons, Sue (2001) German Pork Butchers in Britain (Anglo-German Family History 
Society)

Lawless, Richard I. (1995) From Ta’izz to Tyneside – An Arab Community in the North-East 
of England during the Early Twentieth Century 

Nabil, Youssef & Gharavi, Tina (2013) Last of the Dictionary Men – Stories from the South 
Shields Yemeni Sailors – very accessible for students

Renton, Dave (2007) Colour Blind? Race and Migration in North East England Since 1945 

Seddon, Mohammad Siddique (2014) The Last of the Lascars – Yemeni Muslims in 
Britain 1836-2012 

Tabili, Laura (2011) Global Migrants, Local Culture – Natives and Newcomers in Provincial 
England 1841-1939 which is entirely about South Shields

https://arbeiaromanfort.org.uk/
https://arbeiaromanfort.org.uk/learning/resources
https://arbeiaromanfort.org.uk/learning/resources
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/exhibit/the-kuch-family-on-tyneside/wRbfNEo3
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/exhibit/the-kuch-family-on-tyneside/wRbfNEo3
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/exhibit/the-kuch-family-on-tyneside/wRbfNEo3
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/exhibit/the-kuch-family-on-tyneside/wRbfNEo3
http://www.theyemeniproject.org.uk/
http://www.southtynesidehistory.co.uk/
http://bit.ly/1M0C2A5
http://bit.ly/1M0C2A5
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